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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, unless noted otherwise, all topological groups G are 
locally compact and separable (in the strong sense that the topology 
of G has a countable basis of open sets), all unitary representations of G 
are strongly continuous, and all Hilbert spaces are separable. 
Let r be a unitary representation of G. Recall that r is Type I if 
and only if e(r), the von Neumann algebra generated by r, is Type I. 
G is said to be Type I if and only if every such 7r is Type I. Let G be 
the set of unitary equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representa- 
tions of G. G has a natural Bore1 structure. A deep theorem of Glimm 
[6] states that G is Type I if and only if G is Bore1 isomorphic to the 
natural Bore1 structure on the integers or on the unit interval. 
Heuristicly, this states that a group G is Type I if and only if one can 
parameterize the irreducible unitary representations of G in a good 
manner. Hence, one can see that an assertion that a group G is Type I 
is usually quite a profound statement. 
This paper, the second in a series, is concerned with the following 
two conjectures. They are motivated by the idea that a group being 
Type I is a good property and therefore should be stable under perturba- 
tions: 
CONJECTURE I. Let G be a locally compact group and H a closed 
subgroup. Suppose G/H is compact and H is Type I. Then G is Type I. 
CONJECTURE II. Let G be a locally compact group and H a closed 
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subgroup. Suppose G/H is compact. Let n be a unitary representation of G. 
Suppose rr I H is Type I. Then rr is Type I. 
Note that Conjecture II is enormously stronger than Conjecture I. 
Note also that if Conjecture I is true, then one would have as an easy 
corollary that p-adic algebraic groups are Type I. 
The main results of this paper are that Conjecture I is true for 
connected groups and Lie groups and Conjecture II is true for solvable 
groups. Several results of independent interest are given along the way. 
The proofs of these statements are rather long and involved. Section 2 
is devoted to some general facts. A proof of Conjecture II for solvable 
groups is given in this section. Section 3 contains a few preliminary 
facts needed in Section 6. Two general theorems on the countable 
separability of certain quotient spaces are proved in Section 4. Section 5 
contains a proof that any connected Lie group G with nontrivial radical 
contains a closed normal Type I subgroup N such that .@/G is countably 
separated. Finally a proof of Conjecture I for connected groups and 
Lie groups is given in Section 6. 
Accounts of most of the background material for this paper may be 
found in Auslander-Moore [l], Dixmier [3], and Dixmier [4]. 
2. SOME GENERAL RESULTS 
Using methods first discovered by Sakai [16], Tomiyama [18] proved 
the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let & be an arbitrary Type I von Neumann algebra, 
S C & an arbitrary von Neumann subalgebra. Suppose that there exists 
an onto linear mapping P: & --f S with the properties: (1) A > 0 implies 
P(A) 3 0 (A E &); (2) P(I) = I; (3) P(ABC) = AP(B)C (A, C E 8, 
B E E); (4) P is ultraweakly continuous. Then S is also Type I. 
The following proposition is a slight strengthening of the main 
theorem of Kallman [9]. The proof is almost the same. It is an easy 
consequence of Proposition 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let G be a topological group and let H be a closed 
subgroup such that G/H is locally compact and has a nonzero, finite, 
regular, G-invariant Bore1 measure. Let = be a unitary representation of G. 
Suppose rr / H is Type I. Then n is Type I. 
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Let G be a topological group. Call G a fixed point property group 
(FPP group) f, h i w enever G has a continuous representation as a group 
of convex transformations of a compact convex set K in a locally convex 
linear topological vector space, then G has a fixed point in K. A famous 
theorem of Kakutani states that if G has a closed normal solvable 
subgroup 5’ such that G/S is compact, then G is an FPP group. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let G be an FPP group and let H be a closed subgroup 
such that G/H is compact. Then the groups G and H satisfy Conjecture II. 
Proof. Let K be the set of regular probability measures on G/H. 
K is a compact convex set (in the weak-* topology) and admits a natural 
G-action. Since G is an FPP group, G/H has a finite regular G-invariant 
probability measure. The corollary now follows from Proposition 2.2. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let G be a Type I group and let H be an open 
subgroup. Then H is also Type I. 
Proof. Let n be a unitary representation of H. Consider Un, the 
representation of G induced by n. Consider C(Ux), the von Neumann 
algebra of all bounded operators which commute with UB. Let 4 be 
the von Neumann algebra generated by multiplication by bounded 
functions on G/H. C(Us) n A’ is algebraically isomorphic to C(n). 
Hence, n will be Type I if we can show that C( Un) n A’ is Type I. 
Note that 4 is generated by its minimal projections since G/H is 
discrete. Let [Pm] be the collection of minimal projections in 4. Note 
that P, _L PD if OL # p, Ca P, = I, and Ur(a)[PJ Uv(a-l) = [Pa]. For 
T in C( UT), consider P(T) = xa P,TP, . Notice: (1) T 3 0 implies 
P(T) > 0; (2) P(1) = I; (3) P(ABC) = AP(B)C (A, C E C(W) n A’, 
B E C(W)); (4) P is normal; (5) T E C( Un) implies P(T) E C( Uq) n A’. 
(1) through (4) are obvious. If T t C( Uw), it is clear that P(T) E A’. 
We show P(T) E C( UT). But 
UT(a) P(T) Un(a-l) = C Un(a) PaU”(a-l) TU”(a) P,L’n(u-I) 
= ; P,TP, 
= P(T). 
Hence, by Proposition 2.1, C( Uw) n A’ is Type I since Un is Type I. 
Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 2.5. Let G be a locally compact group and H a subgroup 
of finite index in G. Then G is Type I if and only ;f H is Type I. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, G Type I implies H Type I. Conversely, 
since G/H is finite, G/H has a finite, nonzero, G-invariant measure. 
Hence, H Type I implies G Type I by Proposition 2.2. Q.E.D. 
Let G be a fixed topological group, Note that if [K,] is a collection 
of closed normal FPP subgroups of G, then the closed normal subgroup 
of G which they generate is also an FPP group. Hence, any topological 
group has a unique maximal normal FPP subgroup K. Note that if 
G is a connected group and K is G’s maximal normal FPP subgroup, 
then G/K is a connected centerless semisimple Lie group with no 
compact factors. 
The purpose of the next few propositions is to show that if G and H 
are as in Conjecture I or Conjecture II, then we may assume that H 
has several good regularity properties, especially if G is connected. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let G be a locally compact group, H a subgroup 
with G/H compact, K a closed subgroup which is normalized by H. Suppose 
H * K is closed in G and K/K n H has a K-invariant measure. Then 
the pair H * K and H satis$es Conjecture II. 
Proof. Assume for the sake of simplicity that G = H * K. It suffices, 
by Proposition 2.2, to show that G/H has a nonzero, finite, regular, 
G-invariant Bore1 measure. But since G = H. K is separable and K 
is normal in G, G/H = K/K A H ( see Pontryagin [15], p. 117). Under 
this isomorphism, K acts on K/K n H by the usual permutation 
representation. But if h E H and K, * (K n H) is a coset of K/K n H, 
then h: k, . (K n H) + h&h-l . (K n H). 
K/K n H has a nonzero, regular, K-invariant measure, say p. p is 
finite since K/K n H is compact. Normalize p to have total mass one. 
Then p is unique. Using the uniqueness of p, we now check that p is 
actually H-invariant. Hence, p will be G-invariant. 
Let g -+ y(g) be the natural representation of G on K/K n H = G/H. 
Let f E C(K/K n H). We have ~(1) = 1 and p(f 0 q(k)) = p(f). Fix 
any h E H. Let p’(f) = p(f o v(h)). p’ is a nonzero, finite, regular 
measure on K/K n H with p’( 1) = 1. 
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p’(f 0 q@)) = w(f 0 dk) o dh)) 
= P(J @ PWN 
= p(f 0 y,(h) o cp(h-lkhN 
= PL(fO dh)) 
= p’(f). 
Hence, CL’ is K-invariant. Hence, p’(f) = p(f), or ~(f 0 q(h)> =Qri-frl. 
Hence, p is H-invariant and therefore G-invariant. . . 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let G be a locally compact group, H a subgroup 
with G/H compact, K a closed FPP subgroup which is normalized by H. 
Suppose H . K is closed in G. Then the pair H * K and H satis$es Con- 
jecture II. 
Proof. As before, K/K r\ H = H * K/H is compact. Since K is an 
FPP group, K/K n H has a finite K-invariant measure, just as in 
Corollary 2.3. Q.E.D. 
Notice that H * K is automatically closed in G if K is compact. 
In fact, let h, . k, + y. Since K is compact, we may assume that 
k,+k~K. Hence, h,-+y*k-l, or y.k-l~H. Hence, ~EH*K. 
Furthermore, Corollary 2.7 still holds even if separability assumptions 
are dropped. Note that we still have that H * K/H = K/K n H. For 
let v: K/Kn H --f H . K/H be the natural continuous onto injection. 
Since K/K n H is compact, 9 is actually a topological isomorphism. 
One now completes the proof of Corollary 2.7 for this case just as before. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let G be a Lie group and H a closed subgroup 
such that G/H is compact and H/Ho is solrlable. Let Z be a subgroup of G 
which is maximal with respect to being normalized by H and being an FPP 
group. Then H . Z is closed in G. 
Proof. Note that Z contains G’s maximal normal FPP subgroup. 
Also, we can (and do) assume that G = H * Z. Hence, we are assuming 
that 2 is the maximal normal FPP subgroup of G. G/Z is a semisimple 
Lie group such that (G/Z)O h as no center. Let Ad(*) be the adjoint 
map of (G/Z)O. Ad( (G/Z)O) is a connected semisimple matrix subgroup 
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of some Gl(n, Rl). Hence, Ad((G/Z)O) is closed in Gl(n, RI) (Kobayashi 
and Nomizu [IO], p. 279). 
Since (G/Z)O is centerless, Ad(*) is one-to-one and is an isomorphism 
onto its range. Consider H/H n Z. Let q~: H/H n Z-F H * Z/Z C G/Z 
be the natural continuous homomorphism of H/H n Z onto a dense 
subgroup of G/Z. Consider (H/H n Z)O, the connected component 
of H/(H n 2). (H/H n Z)O is semisimple, by maximality of 2. 
Ad o v((H/H n Z)O) is again a connected semisimple subgroup of 
Gl(n, Rl), and hence is closed in Ad((G/Z)O), as before. Hence, 
P((H/H n Z)O) is closed in (G/Z)O. Let rr: G ---f G/Z be the natural 
quotient mapping. Then r(HO) = v((H/H n Z)O) is closed in (G/Z)“, 
and hence, is closed in G/Z. Thus wl(n(HO)) = Ho * Z is closed in G. 
But Ho * Z is a normal subgroup of H * Z, and since it is closed, Ho + Z 
is also normal in H * Z. H * Z/Ho * Z is algebraically a quotient of 
H/Ho and so is solvable. Hence, H. Z/Ho * Z = (G/Z)/(HO * Z/Z) is 
solvable. Hence (G/Z)O/(H/H n Z)O is solvable. But (G/Z)O is a connected 
centerless semisimple Lie group. Thus (G/Z)O = (H/H n Z)O, 
Go = Go n Ho . Z, and H * Z is closed. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let G, H, and Z be as in Proposition 2.8. Then the 
pair H - Z and H satisfy Conjecture II. 
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 2.7 and Proposition 2.8. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let G be a Lie group and H a closed subgroup such -- 
that G/H is compact. Let Z be as in Proposition 2.8. Then the pair H - Z 
and H satisJies Conjecture I. 
Proof. We must show that H Type I implies H * Z Type I. But H/Ho is 
also a Type I group. Hence, a theorem of Thoma implies that H/Ho 
has a normal Abelian subgroup of finite index. Let 7~: H + H/Ho be 
the natural quotient mapping. Let H’ = n-l of the above-mentioned 
Abelian group. Then H’ is a normal subgroup of finite index in H, and so ___ ___ 
(H * Z/Z)/(H’ * Z/Z) and (H * Z/Z)/(H’ * Z/Z), and thus H * Z/H’ * 2 are 
all finite. 
Let 2’ be the maximal normal FPP subgroup of H’. Note that 
Z C Z’ and Z’ is normalized by H. Hence, Z = Z’ and H’ - Z is closed by 
Proposition 2.8. But H * Z/H’ * Z is finite. Hence, H * Z is closed. 
Thus, H Type I implies that H * 2 = H - 2 is Type I by Corollary 2.7. 
Q.E.D. 
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Now let G in Conjecture I be a Lie group. Let 7~: G ---f G/Rad Go 
be the natural quotient mapping. Let Z = n-l(Center(G/Rad GO)“). 
Then (G/Z)O is a connected centerless semisimple Lie group. The 
adjoint representation Ad(.) gives a faithful matrix representation of 
(G/Z)O into some Gl(n, Rl). As before, Ad(G/Z)O is closed in Gl(n, Rl), 
and further Ad(G/Z)O is the connected component (in the Lie 
group sense) of its algebraic hull, say A(Ad(G/Z)O). Furthermore, 
A(Ad(G/Z)O)/Ad(G/Z)O is finite. Note that by the previous proposition 
we may assume that Z C H. 
Let $: G + G/Z be the natural quotient mapping. Consider 
I,-~(A(#(H) n (G/Z)O) n (G/Z)O). E ac h 1 e ement of H/Z defines an auto- 
morphism of (G/Z)O. But (G/Z)O is th e connected component of a real 
centerless semisimple algebraic group. Hence, every automorphism of 
(G/Z)O . lg b is a e raic. Hence, H/Z normalizes A(H/Z n (G/Z)O) n (G/Z)O, 
or H normalizes I,!-l(A(H/Z n (G/Z)O) n (G/Z)O) = H’. But H’ is a 
closed subgroup of G since its intersection with Go is closed. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. H’ is Type I if H is Type I. 
Proof. Let F: (H’)” + (H’)O/Rad(H’)O be the natural quotient 
mapping. Let Z’ = y-l(Cent((H’)o/Rad(H’)o)). Z’ is normalized by H. 
Hence, by Proposition 2.8, we may assume that Z’ C H. Note that 
(H’/Z’)O = (H’)O/Z’ is a connected centerless semisimple Lie group. 
Hence, H’/Z’ is unimodular since the outer automorphism group of a 
semisimple Lie group is finite. The proposition will be proved if we 
can show that H/Z’ is also unimodular, for in this case there will exist 
an H//Z’ invariant measure on (H’/Z’)/(H/Z’); i.e., there will exist an 
H’ invariant measure on H//H. Let (H/Z’)O be the connected component 
of H/Z’, and let A(Rad(H/Z’)O) be (algebraic hull of Rad(H/Z’)O 
in Go/Z’) n Go/Z’. Rad(H/Z’)O is normalized by H/Z’. Hence, as 
above, A(Rad(H/Z’)O) is normalized by H/Z’. Thus, H’/Z’ normalizes 
A(Rad(H/Z’)O). But A(Rad(H/Z’)O) is solvable since Rad(H/Z’)O is 
solvable. Hence, by the definition of Z’, A(Rad(H/Z’)O) is the identity. 
Therefore, Rad(H/Z’)O is the identity. Thus, H/Z’ is unimodular since 
the outer automorphism group of a real connected semisimple Lie group 
is finite. Q.E.D. 
We now need to recall the following observation of Moore. Let G 
be an arbitrary locally compact group. Suppose there is a family of 
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compact normal subgroups HE, directed by inclusion, such that 
f-la H, = (e) and each G, = G/H, is Type I. Then G is Type I. 
(Perhaps it might be well to recall the proof of this observation since 
Moore’s paper apparently has not appeared. It suffices, by a hard 
theorem of Sakai [17], to show that each factor representation 7r of G 
is Type I. Let h, = 7r J H, = C n&3, where p E J& . One easily checks 
that all the n, are equal and that all of the /3 are conjugate under G. 
A little thought now shows that there exists a large index y such that 
H, 2 ker ,f3 C H, for all B. Hence, 7~ is actually a representation of G/H, 
and so is Type I. Q.E.D.) 
LEMMA 2.12. Let G be a locally compact group, G’ an open subgroup 
of G, H a subgroup of G with G/H compact. Then G’/G’ n H is compact. 
Proof. Let g --f r(g) be the natural permutation representation of G 
on G/H. Consider the orbit of the coset H under G’. This orbit is 
closed. This is equivalent to G’ - H being a closed subset of G. But 
G’ * H is closed, for let g E G’ * H. Let U be an open neighborhood 
of e in G which is contained in G’. Then U * g n G’ * H # g. Hence, 
g E U-l * G’ * H _C G’ * H. Hence, rr(G’) * H is closed in G/H, and 
therefore is compact, Also, g(g’) . H = H if and only if g’ E G’ n H. 
Since our groups are separable, a well-known theorem of Arens 
implies that G’/G’ n H is naturally homeomorphic to n(G’) * H. Hence, 
G’/G’ n H is compact. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let G be a locally compact group with connected 
component Go such that G/Go is compact. Let H be a Type I subgroup 
of G. Then there exists a compact normal subgroup N in G such that 
H * N and H - N n Go are also Type I. Also, if G/H is compact, 
GO/(H . N n Go) is compact. 
Proof. By the Main Approximation Theorem (Montgomery-Zippin 
[13], p. 175), th ere exist compact normal subgroups N, , directed by 
inclusion, such that G/N, is a Lie group, and (-la N, = (e). Let N be 
some N, . Then H . N is Type I by Proposition 2.6. We can (and do) 
assume that all N, _C N. Let nTT,: G + G/N, be the quotient mapping. 
Then n,(GO) is the connected component of G/N. 
To prove this, note that there exists a sequence of open subgroups 
(L,), such that L, IL,,, (n 3 1) and n,,, L, = Go. Since r-(L,) is 
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open in G/N, , n,(&) 1 (G/Ne)O, the connected component of G/N& . 
Hence, (G/NJ0 C n,,, n&5,). Notice that n,(&,,L,) C n,.., ~T,(L,,). 
I claim that we actually have equality here. Let x E n,;, n,(L,). Then 
for every n, there exists I, EL, such that r,(Z,) = x. Notice that if 
j >, n, then lj E I,, * N, , a compact set. Hence, some subsequence of 
the I,, , say 4 L , converges to an element I of I,, * N, . Also, T,~(Z) = X. 
But 1 EL,,~ for all i 3 I. Hence, 1 E n,,., LJlt = n,,r.lL,, = Go. Hence, 
(G/NJ0 L x,(GO). Since Go is connected, we have actual equality 
here. Hence, n,(GO) is open in G/N, . Hence, n,(H . N) n n,(GO) = 
r,(H . N n Go) (since N, C N) is open in n,(H. N). Hence, 
r,(H . N n Go) is Type I by Proposition 2.4. n,(H * N n G”) = 
(H + N n GO)/(H . N n Go n N,), H . N n Go n N, is compact normal 
in H . N n GO, and nu (H . N n GO n Ne) = (e). Hence, H . N n Go 
is Type I by previous remarks. 
Now suppose that G/H is compact. Then G/H 1 N and so 
(G/N,)/(H . N/N,) is compact. Since GiNa is a Lie group, 
(G/NJ) n (H . N/N,) h as compact quotient in (G/N,)O. This says, in 
view of previous facts, that r,(GO)/n,(H . N n Go) is compact. Thus, 
(Go/Go n N,)/(H . N n Go/Go n NJ is compact. Hence, since N,, is 
compact, Go/H . N n Go is compact. Q.E.D. 
The following is an immediate corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.14. Let G and H be as in Conjecture I. Let Go be the 
connected component of G. Suppose that Conjecture I is true for connected G. 
Then Go is Type I. 
Proof. There exists an open subgroup G’ of G containing Go such 
that G’/G” is compact. H n G’ is open in H. Therefore H n G’ is 
Type I. G’/H n G’ is compact by Lemma 2.12. Now apply Proposi- 
tion 2.13. Q.E.D. 
3. Two PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The purpose of this section is to prove two propositions which will 
be needed in Section 6. They are simple observations on projective 
representations of separable locally compact groups. 
Let G be a separable locally compact group, and let TT: G 4 U(H) 
be a mapping of G into the unitary group on H. Recall that m is said 
to be a projective representation of G if: (a) n(e) = I; (b) for all a 
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and b in G, I = ~(a, 6) V(U) n(b) f or some scalar (~(a, 6) of absolute 
value one; (c) a -+ (n(a)x, y) is a Bore1 function on G for all x and y 
in H. o-(*, .) is called the multiplier of the projective representation r. 
It is uniquely determined by n. 7~ is called a u-representation. Note 
that u satisfies: (1) a(e, e) = a(e, a) = (~(a, e) = 1 and / ~(a, 6)( = 1 
for all a, b E G; (2) u(ab, c) ~(a, 6) = ~(a, bc) u(b, c) for all a, b, c E G; 
(3) a(., *) is a Bore1 function on G x G. 
There exists a separable locally compact group, (G, a), such that the 
ordinary unitary representations of (G, u) and the u-representations of G 
are in a natural one-to-one correspondence. Recall how (G, u) is formed. 
Consider G x T, where T is the circle group. The multiplication 
(g, t> * (h, s) = (gh, u(g, h) t4 makes G x T into a standard Bore1 
group. The product of Haar measures on G and T is an invariant 
measure on G x T. Hence, by Mackey [l I], Theorem 7.1, there exists 
on G x T a unique locally compact separable topology which generates 
the given Bore1 structure on G x T and under which G x T is a 
topological group. Let (G, a) be this topological group. The mappings 
t - (e, t) and (g, t> -g are Bore1 homomorphisms and are thus 
continuous. Since we are dealing with separable groups, the last 
homomorphism is a topological isomorphism. Also, T is central in 
(G, u). Hence, we have an exact sequence of topological groups: 
1 - T-(G,u) -+ G - e. Now if v is a u-representation of G, then 
r”(g, t) = t . n(g) is an ordinary unitary representation of (G, a). Since 
no is clearly a Bore1 mapping on (G, u , no is actually strongly continuous. ) 
One checks that r + no is a bijective correspondence between u-repre- 
sentations of G and ordinary representations of (G, a). 
Now suppose that H C G is a closed subgroup and u is a multiplier 
for G. Then u / H is a multiplier for H. We will need the following 
observation in Section 6. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let u be a multiplier for G and consider the exact 
sequence 1 + T - (G, ) u -Q G + (e). Let H _C G be a closed subgroup. 
Then y-l(H) and (H, u 1 H) are isomorphic. Furthermore, (G, u)/(H, u / H) 
is compact if G/H is compact. 
Proof. First, note that the natural injection $ of H x T into G x T 
is a Bore1 isomorphism by Souslin’s Theorem. This states that there 
exists a Bore1 isomorphism I/J’ of the separable locally compact group 
(H, u 1 H) onto the B ore1 set H x T _C (G, a). But as sets H x T = 
y-l(H), so as a set, H x T is actually a closed subgroup of (G, u). But 
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again by Souslin’s Theorem, the Bore1 structure on H x T, generated 
by y-l(H), is the same as the Bore1 structure which H x T derives 
as a subset of the Bore1 structure on G x T. Hence, z,!J’ is a Bore1 
isomorphism of the separable locally compact group (H, u 1 H) onto the 
separable locally compact group y-‘(N). Hence, #’ actually is a 
topological isomorphism of (H, CT 1 N) onto y-l(H). 
Note that 
Hence, if G/H is compact, then (G, a)/(H, u / H) is compact. Q.E.D. 
Note further that if G is a Lie group, then (G, u) is also a Lie group, 
for T and (G, o)/T = G are Lie groups. Also, if G is connected, then 
(G, O) is also connected, and dim(G, u) = dim G + 1. 
Now Iet NC H _C G, where N is Type I, closed, and normal in 
both H and G. Suppose that x E N is invariant under both H and G. 
Let O!(X) be a Mackey obstruction cocycle for G and X. (See Auslander- 
Moore [l], Introduction, for an explanation of this terminology.) 
Let h be a representative of X. Then there exists an “(x)-l representa- 
tion n of G which restricts to h on N. But then n 1 H is an a(~)-’ 1 H 
representation of H which restricts to X on N. Hence, we have the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let N, H, G and x be as above. Let a(x) be a 
Mackey obstruction cocycle for G and x. Then 01(x) 1 H is a Mackey 
obstruction cocycle for H and x. 
4. CERTAIN QUOTIENT SPACES ARE COUNTABLY SEPARATED 
In this section we prove two fairly general theorems giving sufficient 
conditions for certain quotient spaces to be countably separated. These 
theorems will be needed in Section 6. They also seem to be of inde- 
pendent interest. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G be a locally compact group whose topology 
has a countable basis, and let M be a locally compact HausdorJrf G-space 
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whose topology has a countable basis. Suppose G has a closed subgroup H 
such that G/H is compact and M/H is countably separated. Then M/G 
is countably separated. 
Proof. Since M/H is countably separated, there is an ordinal y and 
an ascending family [U,] of H-invariant open subsets of M, indexed by 
all ordinals less than or equal to y, such that U, = 0, U, = M, if 01 
is a limit ordinal, then U, = (Jol>a U, , and if 01 is not a limit ordinal 
and not equal to zero, then (U, - U,-,)/H is Hausdorff (Glimm [7]). 
We prove Proposition 4.1 by transfinite induction on y. 
First, suppose y = 1. Then M/H is Hausdorff. In particular, H-orbits 
are closed in M. Choose a compact subset K of G such that G = K * H. 
We claim that G-orbits are closed in M. Let m E M, and suppose 
g, . m --t m’. Each g, = k, . h, for some k, E K, h, E H. Since K is 
compact, we may suppose that k, -+ k E K. Then h, . m -+ k-l . m’. But 
H * m is closed in M. Hence, there exists h E H such that h . m = 
12-l * m’, or k * h * m = m’. Hence, m’ E G . m and G * m is closed in M. 
In particular, G * m is open in its closure. Hence, M/G is countably 
separated by Glimm [7]. 
Suppose that Proposition 4.1 holds for all ordinals y’ < y. We show 
that it holds for y. First, if y is not a limit ordinal, it has a predecessor 
y - 1. We may suppose C = M - U,-, # 0. C is a closed H- 
invariant subset of M. Further, if m E C, then H * m is closed in C, 
and hence, is closed in M. As in the previous paragraph, we then 
conclude that G * m = K . H . m is closed in M. Since C is closed and 
K is compact, K * C is a closed subset of M. Further, 
K.C= K. u (m) = K. u (H.m) = u (K.H.m) = u (G.m) 
?nEC ?lEC WEC WEC 
since C is H-invariant. Hence, K * C is a closed G-invariant subset 
of M and K * C/G is TI . Hence, K . C/G is countably separated 
(Glimm [7]). T o show that M/G is countably separated, it thus 
suffices to show that (M - K * C)/G is countably separated. But 
M - K * C C U,,-, . M - K * C is open in M, hence is locally compact 
and Hausdorff. Let W, = (M - K * C) n U,, (a < y - 1). If 01 is not 
zero and not a unit ordinal, then (W, - WE-,)/H is Hausdorff since 
it may be identified with an open subset of (U, - U,-J/H. Hence, 
(M - K . C)/G is countably separated by induction. 
Next, suppose y is a limit ordinal. Let m E M. It suffices to show 
that G . m is open in its closure. Since U,, = (JO+ U, , K. m = 
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UB<,, (U, n K * m). But K * m is compact. Hence, there exists an 
ordinal /3’ < y such that K 9 m C (JflGfl, U, . But C = M - U,, is a 
closed H-invariant subset of M. Hence, K . C is a closed G-invariant 
subset of M, and m E M - K . C, an open, hence locally compact and 
Hausdorff subset of M. Let IV, = (M - K * C) n U, (a < /I’). The 
W, are open and increasing in M - K * C, W,, = @, W,, = M - K . C, 
if (Y < /3’ is a limit ordinal, then W, = Ua>s W, , and if 01 is not zero 
and not a limit ordinal, then (W, - W,-,)/H is Hausdorff since it may be 
identified with an open subset of (U, - U,-,)/H. Hence, (M - K * C)/G 
is countably separated by induction. Hence, G * m is open on its closure 
in M - K * C (Glimm [7]). But since M - K * C is open in M, G . m 
is open in its closure in M. Since this holds for every m E M, M/G 
is countably separated (Glimm [7]). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let G be a locally compact group with closed normal 
subgroups N and K such that: (1) NC K, (2) N and K_ are Type I; (3) 
G/K is discrete; (4) R/G is countably separated; (5) N/K is countably 
separated. Then N’/G is countably separated. 
Let K be-a Type I group and N is closed normal Type I subgroup 
such that N/K is countably separated. If X is an irreducible unitary 
representation of K, X restricts to a transitive quasi-orbit carried on 
some element of N/K ( see Auslander-Moore [l], p. 58). Let y(h) be 
this element of m/K. q(X) d p d e en s only on the equivalence class of h 
in K. Hence, q defines in a natural manner a mapping, which we also 
denote by y, of l? + N/K. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let K, N, and q~ be as in the previous paragraph, 
Then q: I? -+ N/K is a Bore1 mapping. 
If G is a locally compact group, let C*(G) be the C*-group algebra 
of G. Recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence between strongly 
continuous unitary representation%G and *-representations of C*(G). 
Hence, one way identify G with,CJG). Thus, in Prxition 42’ may 
also view 9) as a mapping: C*(K) --f R/K = C*(N)/K. C*(G) is a 
topological space with the hull-kernel topology (seexxmier [4], 
Section 3). If G is T ype I, the hzkernel topology on C*(G) generates 
the Mackeerel structure on C*(G) (Dixmier [4],e5). If (Y. = g... 
or o, let C*(G), be the a-dimensional elements of C*(G), . Each C*(G), 
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is a Bore1 subset of C%) (Dixmier [4], p. 74). Fix an a-dimensional 
Hilbert space gti . Let Irra(G) be the set of a-dimensional irreducible 
representations of C*(G) on Lr, . IrrJG), in a natural manner, is a 
topological space, and the natural mapping Irr,(G) + C*E is open and 
continuous (Dixmier [4], pp. 69-73). 
LEMMA 4.4. Lez C*(N). Then the mapping r --+ /j(r 1 N)(a)/1 is a 
Bore1 mapping on C*(K). 
*f. Note that the mapping rr --t jl(n / N)(a)/1 is well-defined on 
C*(K), for if A, E Irr(K) is unitarily equivalent to A, E Irr(K), then 
A, 1 N is unitarily equivalent to A, 1 N. Note also that it suffices to show 
‘“at,: 7 ll(n I WC a III is a Bore1 mapping on each C$?), . 
h E Irr,(K), and suppose A, -r A. Fix any compact set 
C C N C’k and x1, x2 ,..., x1 E gm . Then 
sup II UC)% - q+i II - 0 
EC 
l<i<Z 
(Dixmier [4], p. 316). H ence, for any a E C*(N) and x E &m , 
II@, I fw+ - (A I w+ I! - 0. 
Hence, h -+ (A j N)( a x ) ( a 6 C*(N), x E aa) is continuous on Irr,(K). 
Choose a dense sequence xi , x2 ,..., in the unit ball of rlo, . Then 
is a Bore1 mapping on Irr,(K). Since this mapping is constant on unitary 
eelence classes, the mapping v -+ /l(rr / N)(a)11 is a Bore1 mapping on 
C*(K), . Q.E.D. 
Let U C CG) be an open set. Since C*(N) is a separable C*-algebra 
there exists a sequence a, , a2 ,..., in C*(N) such that 
(Dixmier [4], p. 63). If n E C$k), identify p)(n) with a subset of N. 
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LEMMA 4.5. Let rr E C!). Then q(r) C .# - U if and only if 
ll(r I N)(a,)ll d 1 for all , >, 1. 
Proof. Choose X E Irr(K) such that fi = 7~. For each [ E fi’, there 
e* rTg E Irr(N) such that i3, = E and 8 + n, is a Bore1 mapping of 
C*(N) --t Irr(N). There exists a Bore1 measure p on N such that h 1 N 
is a multiple of J’F i-rE dp(f). Also, @? - V(n)) = 0. 
Now suppose q(n) C H - U. Then for each e E y(n) and I > 1, 
II dell < 1. Hence, 
(Dixmier [3], pp. 159-160). 
Next, note that F(V) C support of ~1. Since p(N - F(W)) = 0, 
q(n) n support p # ia. But K acts transitively on F(T) and p is quasi- 
invariant under K. One then easily concludes that v(n) C support CL. 
Hence, F(T) C N - CJ if support p C iV - U. Suppose support 
p n U # 0. Then o # support p n [f E hf 1 11 &al)\1 > I] = 2 for 
some I >, 1. 
p(Z) > 0 and for each [ E 2, I/ rrE(aJ > 1. Hence, there exists a Bore1 
set WC 2 such that p(W) > 0 and for each ,$ E IV, Ij ne(al)l) >, 6 > 1. 
But then 
(Dixmier [3], pp. 159-160). But this contradicts the assumption that 
ll(n I WaJll < 1. Hence, support p n U = o and IJJ(~T) C fl - U. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let C be a closed K-invariant subset of N. Then 
q~-l(C/lC) is a Bore1 subset of I?. 
Proof. Let U = N - C. Choose a sequence a,, a2 ,..., in C*(N) 
such that U = (Jlal [h E fi I j\ h(a,)(j > 11. By Lemma 4.5, y-l(C/K) = 
flu1 [n cs $-Z I ll(n I W4l G 11. Th is intersection is a Bore1 subset of R 
by Lemma 4.4. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Proposition 4.3. Lemma 4.6 implies that if U is an open 
or closed K-invariant subset of 8, then y-i( U/K) is a Bore1 subset of &. 
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Proposition 4.3 will thus be proved if we can show that such sets U/K 
generate the Bore1 structure on N/K. But N/K is countably separated. 
Hence, N/K is Z’,, (Glimm [7]). S’ mce the topology of N is second 
countable, the topology of N/K is second countable, Hence, the sets 
U/K generate the Bore1 structure of N/K (Mackey, [ll], Theorem 3.3, 
p. 139). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Note that there are natural G/K-actions 
on K and on 8/K. Also, N/G is countably separated if and only if 
(N/K)/(G/K) is countably separated. Further, it is simple to check 
that the mapping F: K + N/K is G/K-equivariant. 
Let t.~ be a positive Bore1 probability measure on N/K which is quasi- 
invariant and ergodic under G/K. It suffices to show that p is con- 
centrated in a G/K-orbit on N/K. (Glimm [7], Theorem 1, p. 124, 
and remarks on p. 130). 
Consider A = lJmsa,g (m, y-l(m)) C N/K x K. A is a Bore1 subset 
of N/K x K since A coincides with the graph of q~ in l? x N/K 
(Parthasarathy [14], Theorem 3.3, p. 16). There exists a Bore1 subset 
B C N/K and a Bore1 mapping $: 8/K - B -+ K such that p(B) = 0 
and ?+b(m)) = m for all m E n/K - B (Mackey [ll], Theorem 6.3, 
p. 143). Note that since G/K is countable and p is quasi-invariant under 
G/K, we may assume that N/K - B is G/K invariant. Consider 
C = i,h(@K - B). C is a Bore1 subset of K by Souslin’s Theorem. 
9~: C + fl/K - B is a one-to-one Bore1 mapping. Hence, y: C -+ 
H/K - B is a Bore1 isomorphism. Let D = G/K . C. D is a G/K- 
invariant subset of K, and if EC D is a Bore1 set, then y(E) is a Bore1 
subset of m/K - B since G/K is countable. 
Define a positive Bore1 probability measure p’ on D by p’(E) = 
~(F(E)). This makes sense because q(E) is a Bore1 subset of N/K - B. 
y’ is quasi-invariant under G/K. For let g E G/K and E a Bore1 subset 
of D such that p’(E) = 0. Then p’(g * E) = p(p)(g . E)) = p(g . y(E)) = 0 
since p(v(E)) = 0. ’ ,u is also ergodic under G/K. For suppose E C D 
is a Bore1 set such that p’(E Ag . E) = 0 for every g E G/K. Then 
p(y(E Llg . E)) = 0 for every g E G/K. But 
dE) 4 . dE) = VW 4Jk .E) c VW 4 . a for every g E G/K. 
Hence, ~(P)(E) dg . q(E)) = 0 f or every g E G/K. Hence, p(y(E)) = 0 
or 1 since p is ergodic under G/K. Hence, p’(E) = 0 or 1, or p’ is 
ergodic under G/K. Since I?/(G/K) is countably separated and since 
D C K is a G/K-invariant Bore1 subset, D&G/K) is countably separated. 
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A standard argument now shows that there exists a G/K-orbit in D, 
say (G/K) * d, such that p’(D - (G/K) . d) = 0. But 
d(fiTIK - B) - (G/k’) . d4 = CL(P)(~) - (G/k’) . ~(4) 
G P(@ - (G/K) .4) 
= p’(D - (G/K) d) 
= 0. 
Hence, p is concentrated on (G/K) . y(d) Hence, (N/K)/(G/K) = N/G 
is countably separated. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let G be a locally compact group whose topology 
has a countable basis, and let M be a locally compact HausdorfS G-space 
whose topology has a countable basis. Suppose that M/G is countably 
separated and H C G is an open subgroup. Then M/H is countably 
separated. 
Proof. Let m E M. Let G,, be the G-stability group at m. Since M/G 
is countably separated, the mapping 9: G/G,,, -+ G * m, q(g . G,,) = 
g . m, is an onto homeomorphism (Glimm [7]). Let T: G + G/G,, be 
the natural quotient mapping. Since H is an open subgroup of G and 
T is an open mapping, n(H) is an open subset of G/G, . Hence, q(z(H)) 
is an open subset of G . m. But v(n(H)) = H * m. Hence, H * m is 
open in G * m. But G . m is open in G . m (Glimm [7]). Hence, there 
exists an open set U in M such h t at U n G * m = H .m. But 
H . m C G . m. Hence U n H . m = H . m. Hence, H * m is open in 
H . m. Hence M/H is countably separated. Q.E.D. 
5. THE EXISTENCE OF CLOSED, NORMAL, REGULARLY-EMBEDDED, 
TYPE I SUBGROUPS 
Let K be a connected semisimple Lie group and L C K a closed 
subgroup. Say that L is almost algebraic if there exists a continuous 
representation y of K on a finite-dimensional vector space V, and closed 
subgroup L’ C q(K), such that L = q-‘(L’) and A(L’)O C L’ C A(L’). 
Let G be a connected Lie group. Recall that the nilradical of G 
denoted by Nilrad G, is the maximal normal connected nilpotent 
subgroup of G. Nilrad G Z Rad G. 
Recall the following elementary lemma. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let G be any connected Lie group. Then G/Nilrad G = 
S * A, where S is connected semisimple, and A is connected and Abelian. 
S and A commute. 
Proof. By Jacobson [8], Theorem 13, p. 51, L(G)/L(Nilrad G) = 
L(G)/Nilrad L(G) = a d irect sum of a semisimple Lie algebra and an 
Abelian Lie algebra. Q.E.D. 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem. It will 
be needed in Section 6. It also seems to be of independent interest. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let G be a locally compact group such that Go is a Lie 
group. Let GO/N&ad Go = S * A, where S is a connected semisimple Lie 
group and A is a connected Abelian Lie group. Let K be any closed subgroup 
of Go which contains Nilrad Go such that K/Nilrad Go = S, * A, , where 
S, is an almost algebraic subgroup of S and A, is a closed connected subgroup 
of A. Then there exist closed subgroups G’ and N of G, independent of K, 
such that N C Nilrad Go C Go _C G’ C G and (1) N is normal in G’; 
(2) G/G’ is finite; (3) N is Type I; and (4) fi/K is countably separated. 
One may suppose: (1) N = (Cent G”)O if dim (Cent G”)O > 2; (2) dim 
N 3 2 ;f dim (Cent Go)O = 1 and dim Rad Go > 1; and (3) N is non- 
trivial if Rad Go is nontrivial. 
We remark that not merely the statement of Theorem 5.2, but also 
the detailed construction of N, will be needed in Section 6. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let K be a connected semisimple Lie group and H C K 
an almost algebraic subgroup. Let 9: K + Aut( V) be a continuous 
representation of K on the real finite-dimensional vector space V. Then 
A(y(H))/q(H) is finite. 
Proof. There exists a continuous representation vi: K + Aut( V,) 
on the real finite-dimensional vector space V, , and a closed subgroup 
H’ _C v,(K) such that (A(H’) n vl(K))/H’ is finite and v-l(H’) = H. 
Let ~a: K + Aut( V,) be a continuous representation of K on the 
real finite-dimensional vector space V, . Let # = y1 @ qz . Let K’ = 
K/ker 4. K’ has a faithful matrix representation. Hence, K’ is of finite 
index in its algebraic hull. Let ~a’ be qa considered as a representation 
of K’. Since K’ is a connected semisimple matrix group, ~a’ is a rational 
representation. Hence, H” = ~‘el(H’) is an algebraically closed subgroup 
of K’. Let yr’ be pi considered as a representation of K’. yi’ is a rational 
representation. Hence, yl(H) = vl’(H”) is of finite index in its algebraic 
hull. Q.E.D. 
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In the proof of Theorem 5.2, there are seven special cases to consider: 
CASE 1. (Center G”)O is at least two-dimensional. 
CASE 2. (Center G”)O is one-dimensional and equals Rad Go, or Go 
is semisimple. 
CASE 3. (Cent GO)O = (e) and Rad Go is nontrivial. 
In the remaining four cases, we assume that Go does not fit into 
Case 1 through Case 3. Let C = (Center GO)O, z-: Go -+ Go/C, N = r--l 
(Cent (GO/C))O if dim (Cent(GO/C))O 3 1, = r-1 of the subgroup of 
Go/C determined by Case 3 if (Cent (GO/C))O = c. Note that the dimen- 
sion of N is at least two and that N is nilpotent, for N/C must be con- 
tained in the center of Nilrad(GO/C). 
CASE 4. C is a line and N is Abelian. 
CASE 5. C is a line and N is nondbelian. 
CASE 6. C is a torus and N is Abelian. 
CASE 7. C is a torus and N is nonAbelian. 
One checks easily that every Lie group fits into one of these seven 
cases. Hence, Theorem 5.2 will be proved if we can prove it in these 
seven cases. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. 
CASE 1. Let N = (Center GO)O. One easily checks that Theorem 5.2 
holds in this case. 
CASE 2. If Go is semisimple, let N = (e). If (Center G”)O equals 
Rad Go, let N = Rad Go = (Center GO)O. One easily checks that 
Theorem 5.2 holds in this case. 
CASE 3. We are assuming that (Cent G”)O = (e) and Rad Go is 
nontrivial. Then Nilrad Go, and thus K = (Cent(Nilrad GO))O is non- 
trivial. K is a closed normal subgroup of G. K = R” x Tq, for some 
nonnegative integers p and q. Now Tq is normal, and hence, central 
in Go. Hence, if q > 0, Go has a nontrivial center. Hence, q = 0 and 
K = Rfl. 
Identify K with L(K). Let $: G 4 Aut(L(K)) be the natural repre- 
sentation of G on L(K) induced by inner automorphisms of G. Since 
K is contained in Cent(Nilrad GO), the kernel of 4 contains Nilrad Go. 
Hence, #(GO) = #(S) . #(A) (with a minor abuse of notation). 
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Consider the action of #(G) on L(K) @ Cl, the complexification of 
L(K).L(K) @Cl is a direct sum, with certain multiplicities, of irreducible 
#(S)-modules. Hence, L(K) @Cl = &i,l @ Vi , where each Vi is 
#(S)-invariant, and #(S) 1 Vi is a direct sum of a given irreducible 
representation of #(S). W e may assume that if i # j, Vi corresponds 
to an irreducible representation of #(S) which is different than the 
corresponding representation for Vj . 
Note that S is normal in G/Nilrad Go. By passing to a subgroup of 
finite index, we may assume that each g E G induces an inner 
automorphism of S since the outer automorphism group of a connected 
semisimple Lie group is finite. Hence, each Vi is G-invariant. 
By Lie’s Theorem, there is a nontrivial maximal subspace of 
L(K) @ @l on which #(A) acts as a direct sum of homomorphisms of 
#(A) into @X. Such a subspace is necessarily G-invariant. A simple 
argument now shows that by replacing G by a subgroup of finite 
index, we may assume that each maximal subspace of L(K) @ Cl on 
which #(A) acts as a given homomorphism into @X is G-invariant. 
Translating these two pieces of information back to L(K), we see 
that there is a closed subgroup IV of K, N normal in G’, G/G’ finite, 
such that either (letting v = transpose of #): 
CASE 3.1. v(A) acts on fi as the identity and y(S) acts nontrivially; or 
CASE 3.2. v(A) acts as the multiplicative group of positive reals; or 
CASE 3.3. N = VI @ V, , where V, and V, are two copies of the 
same q(S)-module, and 
cos B sin9 
dA) = isin 19 cos 0) 
(obvious matrix notation); or 
CASE 3.4. N = VI @ Vz , where V, and V, are two copies of the 
same F(S)-module, and 
~(4 = exd4 (zz,“: 
-sin /3t 
cos pt ) 
(a and ,B nonzero reals, t E R1, obvious matrix notation); or 
CASE 3.5. N = VI @ V, , where V, and V, are two copies of the 
same q(S)-module, and , 
v(A) = multiplicative group of positive reals X 
( 
cos 0 -sin 0 
sin e cos e > 
(obvious matrix notation). 
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We show that in each of these subcases, N/y(Si * A,) is countably 
separated. 
CASE 3.1. Since d4 C d4 d4> acts as the identity on fl. 
Hence, fi/q(S, . A,) = N/y(&). But by Lemma 5.3, A(~(Si))/~(Si) is 
finite and q(Sr) is open in A(?(&)). By Bore1 [2], p. 98, each orbit of 
A(q(S,)) is open in its closure. Hence, N/A(y(S,)) is countably separated 
(Glimm [7]). Hence, N/q(S,) is countably separated by Proposition 4.7. 
CASE 3.2. Since v(A) acts as the multiplicative group of positive 
reals, y(A,) acts either as the identity or as the multiplicative group 
of positive reals. If y(A,) = (e), th en we have already covered this 
case in Case 3.2. If ?(A,) is the positive reals, then A(v(S, . A,)) = 
4dSl)) . Y(Al). H ence, A(q(S, . A,))/y(S, . A,) is finite. One then 
completes the proof of this case as in Case 3.1. 
CASE 3.3. One handles this case as one handles Case 3.2. 
CASE 3.4. We may assume that q(Ai) = y(A). This case is rather 
involved. We first need an elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let L be a matrix Lie group on the real vector space V 
such that A(L) 3 L 3 A(L)O. Supp ose that there exists a EL, x a nonzero 
element of V, and h # I some positive real number such that a ’ x = X * x. 
Then for every positive real number A’ there exists a(h’) EL such that 
a(X’) . x = A’ . x. 
Proof. Let M be the subgroup of L generated by a. If a” E M, note 
that a” . x = A” * x for every integer n. Since the real subspace generated 
by x is algebraically closed in V, for every b E A(M), there exists a real 
number h(b) such that b . x = h(b) . x. Note that if b E A(M)O, h(b) > 0. 
Since A( M)/A( M)O is finite, every positive real number is a h(b) for 
some b E A(M)O. But A(M)O CL. Q.E.D. 
Let ml be the maximal dimension of a v(S,)-orbit in fi and let m2 
be the maximal dimension of a q(S,) * R+x-orbit in N. For 0 < I < mi , 
let sZ,l = [X E ,?? 1 v(S,) . x has dimension Z], fin,2 = [x E N 1 y(S,) . RI” . x 
has dimension 11, and sz,li,l = sZ,l n Qt. Let P,>.., = UOGigk.Orj+ Qn,,j . 
Each P,,, is closed in N, Sz,,., is open in P,,, , each q(S,)-orbit m Qk,I 
is closed in Q,, 1 and each q( S,) * R,X- orbit is closed in 52,,, (see Bore1 
[2], Proposition 1.8, p. 98 and Proposition 6.7, p. 180). Hence, each 
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D is a locally compact Bore1 subset of V. Now if T is an invertible 
link:ar operator on V which commutes with S, , then T(Q,,,) = L?,,, . 
Hence, each Q,,, is actually y(K)- invariant. It therefore suffices to show 
that each Qk,r is countably separated under y(K). 
Let 52, therefore, be a locally compact y(K)-invariant Bore1 subset 
of fl such that all y(S,)-orbits and q(S,) * R+x-orbits are closed in 8. 
From now on we will denote 
exp(crt) . (SP 
-sin /3t 
cos fit 1 
by g)(t). Let x E Q. y(Sr) * x is closed in Sz. Suppose there exists some 
t, > 0 such that q~(tJ * x E q~(Sr) * x. Then q(Sr) * v(R1) . x is also 
closed in Q, for ~(8,) . q~(Rl) * x is the continuous image of 
y(Sr) . x x [0, t,] under the mapping (a * X, t) + a * p)(t) . X. 
Next, suppose q(t) . x $ ~(22,) * x for all nonzero t. We show that 
p?(Sr) . q(Rl) * x is locally closed. Notice that for any positive real 
number k we have that K . x $ v(Sr) * x. For if not, then Lemma 5.4 
implies that R+X * x _C q(Sr) * x. But clearly for some positive t, , 
q(t,,) is a scalar, and g)(t,,) * x E q~(Sr) . x, a contradiction. 
Hence, k . x $ q~(Sr) . x for all positive real k. Hence 
k . (a . b * x) $2 cp(S,) . (u . b . x) 
for all real k and b and a E q~(Sr). 
Now R+X * F(&) . x is closed in Q. Since q~(Sr) * x is closed in ~2 and 
[l/n, a] is compact in R+X, [l/n, n] * q(S’,) . x is closed in Sz. But 
R+X * q~(Sr) * x = &al ([l/n, a] . q~(Sr) * x). Hence, the Baire Category 
Theorem implies that there is some positive integer M and some open 
set Yin J2 such that @ # (R+X .y(&)-x)n VC[I/M,Mj-q(S,)-x. 
Hence, by translating if necessary, and changing notation, we may 
assume that there exists an open subset V of .Q such that 
x E (R+X . &Q . x) n V C [l/M, MJ . cp(S,) . x. 
Now let t, be the smallest positive number such that q(t,,) is a scalar 
greater than 1. We claim that there exist only finitely many integers n 
such that p)(tJ” * q~(Sr) -xn Y# ,@.Forsuchann, 
&)” . &sJ . x n v c [I/M, AZ] . q@J . x. 
Hence, since K * x E q~(Sr) - x for k positive implies that K = I, we 
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have that l/M < p)(t,,)” < M. Hence, there are only finitely many 
such n. Thus, by taking a sufficiently small neighborhood of X, say U, 
we may assume that ~(t$ . y(S,) n U # r~r implies that n = 0. 
Next, we claim that UfiEZ ~(t,,)‘~ q(S,) * x = UnEZ ~(nt,,) y(Si) . x is 
closed. For let q(nlt,) * s1 . x -+ y E Q. Then since R+xv(Si) * x is 
closed, y = t * s * X. Hence, t-$(nlto) * s-i * s1 . x 4 X. Hence, for large I, 
t-lcp(n,t,) - s-1 * Sl . x E V. Arguing as before, l/M < t-ly(n,t,) < M 
for all large 1, or t/M < q(n+,) < t . M. Hence, [a1 / 1 > I] is a finite 
s;te;lznce, we may assume n, = n, for all I >, 1, for some fixed n, . 
1 
t * q&“i;) 
. x + tg)( -not,) * x. 
2 ql(SJ 
But q(S,)x is closed. Hence, 
* x. But as before, t = y(n,t,). Hence, 
‘p(n,t,) . St ’ x --f &zoto) . s . x. 
Hence, lJnsZ p)(nto) q(S,) * x is closed. Hence, 
is closed. Hence, all q(K)-orbits are closed in 9. Hence, Q/q(K) is 
countably separated by the main theorem of Glimm [7]. 
CASE 3.5. If q(Ar) = (e), we have already handled this case in 
Case 3.1. If y(Ai) . 1s one-dimensional, we have already handled this 
case in Case 3.2, Case 3.3, or Case 3.4. If pl(Ar) is two-dimensional, 
we proceed as in Case 3.2. This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.1 
for Case 3. 
CASE 4. Let C = (Center GO)O, n: Go + GO/‘C, N = r-l (Cent 
(G”/C))O if dim (Cent (GO/C))O < 1, = 7r-r of the subgroup of G’/C 
determined by Case #3 if (Cent (Go/C))o = e. N is nilpotent and is 
normal in G’, and N/C is contained in the center of Nilrad (GO,/C). 
N is a vector group, for any subtorus of N is normal, and hence, 
central in Go. But (Center G”)O is a line. 
We now use the detailed analysis of Case 3 to describe the action 
of Go on I?. 
Since C is central in Go, N = Vi @ V/Z , where I’, is one-dimensional, 
and where VI is G-inva% and annihilates C. We may identify VI in a 
canonical fashion with N/C. We may assume that Vz is invariant under 
a Levi factor M for Go such that S = n(M). 
Let a -+ ~(a) be the representation of Go on fi which we are con- 
607/10/z-6 
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sidering. Choose a basis of N which is compatible with the splitting 
fl = VI @ V, , and let y(a)(i, j) (1 < i, j < n) be the (i,j)th entry of 
q(a) 2 respect to this basis. Recall that since we have identified VI 
with N/C, we have that p)(a)(n, n) = 1 and v(a)(n, i) = 0 (1 < i ,< n - 1) 
for all a E Go, and ~(a)( j, TZ) = 0 (I < j < n - 1) for a E M. pj(a)( j, n) 
(1 <j <n- 1) may or may not be zero if aeM. 
As before, let n: Go -+ Go/C be the naturAquotient mapping. Note 
that in a natural manner ~(a) acting on N/C is represented by the 
(?z - 1) x (n - 1) matrix q’(a) = (q(a)(i, j)) (I < i, j < n - 1). Now 
N/C is a vector group and is contained in the center of Nilrad Go/C. 
Hence, ~‘(a) is the identity matrix if a E Nilrad Go. A little thought 
now shows that y’(GO) has one of the forms described in Case 3. 
Again, there are five subcases to consider. 
CASE 4.1. v’(A) acts on VI as the identity and q’(S) acts nontrivially; 
CASE 4.2. 9’(A) acts as the multiplicative group of positive reals; 
CASE 4.3. V, = W, @ W, , where WI and W, are two copies of 
the same v’(S)-module, and 
VW = (;;; 
-sin 0 
cos e ) 
(obvious matrix notation); 
CASE 4.4. VI = WI @ W, , where W, and W, are two copies of 
the same y’(S)-module, and 
y’(A) = exp(olt) (SP -sin ‘“) 
cos pt 
(a and /3 nonzero reals, t E R1, obvious matrix notation); 
CASE 4.5. V, = WI @ W, , where WI and W, are two copies of 
the same v’(S)-module and 
y’(A) = multiplicative group of positive reals X 
( 
cos e -sin e 
sin e cos e i 
{obvious matrix notation). 
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Before proceeding to prove these subcases, we make an elementary 
observation. If a E Nilrad Go, note that ~(a)(;, i) = 1 (1 < i < n), 
v(a)(i, n) may or may not be zero (1 < i < n - l), and v(u)(i,j) = 0 
otherwise. Now any connected group of upper triangular matrices with 
l’s along the diagonal is an algebraic group. One way to see this, for 
example, is to note that the exponential mapping on the Lie algebra 
of such a group is obviously a one-to-one polynomial mapping, whose 
inverse is also a polynomial mapping. Hence, v(Nilrad Go) is a connected 
algebraic group. 
CASE 4.1. Let a E Rad Go. Since ~‘(a) is the identity, F(Rad Go) has 
the form described in the previous paragraph. The same argument 
used there shows that y($-l(Ai)) is a connected algebraic group, 
where $: Go -+ GO/Nilrad Go is the natural quotient mapping. 
F’(Sl) n dW4)) is the identity, and the action of ~‘(8~) by inner 
automorphisms on q(~+!-~(Ai)) clearly is an algebraic action. Hence, 
9(K) = F’(h) * dHA1)) is of finite index in its algebraic hull. Hence, 
N/?(K) is countably separated as in Case 3.1. 
CASE 4.2. We assume that F’(A,) acts as the multiplicative group 
of positive reals. Consider ~(z/-~(Ai)), and let L be the closed normal 
subgroup of v($-l(A)) consisting of those elements with l’s along the 
diagonal. Then rp(~,!-l(A~)/L is isomorphic to the multiplicative group 
of positive reals. Let n’: v(#pl(A1)) -+ y(#-‘(A,))/L be the natural 
quotient mapping. A little thought shows that there exists a one- 
parameter group t -+ u(t) in @l(A,) such that d(u(t)) is onto 
dl6-VWL. Hence, v’W>> is onto the multiplicative group of 
positive zeros. An elementary exercise in differential equations shows: 
q(u(t))(i, i) = some positive real number, say h > 0 (1 < i < n - 1); 
g)(a(t))(n, n) = 1; y(u(t))(i, n) = (h - 1)~~ for some real number ci 
(1 < i < n - 1); y(u(t))(i,j) = 0 otherwise. Hence, it is clear that 
B = [d4t>> I t E R1l is an algebraic group. One also shows that L is 
an algebraic group since it is connected, upper triangular, and has l’s 
along the diagonal. As in Case 4.1, one shows that ~‘(8~) *L is an 
algebraic group. It is clear that B normalizes ~‘(8~) *L, and that the 
action of B on ~‘(5’~) *L by inner automorphisms is an algebraic action. 
B n y’(S1) . L = (e), f or every element of v’(S,) *L has determinant 
equal to one, and an element of B has determinant equal to one if and 
only if this element is the identity. Hence, y(K) = B * v’(SJ . L is of 
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finite index in its algebraic hull. Hence, H/v,(K) is countably separated 
as in Case 3.1. 
CASE 4.3. We may assume that v’(A,) is one-dimensional. Let L be 
as in Case 4.2. There exists a one-parameter group t ---f a(t) in #P;A,) 
such that [y’(a(t)) ) t E R1] = q’(A1). We may assume that 
An elementary exercise in differential equations shows that there exist 
2m real numbers h, ,..., XZnl. (n = 2m + 1) such that p)(u(t))(i, n) = 
(sint- l)*h,+cost*h,+i (1 < i < m), p)(a(t))(m + i, n) = -cos t * 
Ai + (sin t - 1) *h,+i (1 < i ,< m), and y(a(t))(n, n) = 1. Since 
in all other cases, B = [v(u(t)) / t E R1] is clearly an algebraic group. 
As in Case 4.2, ,‘(S,) . L is of finite index in its algebraic hull, B 
normalizes q’(S1) * L, and the action of B on ~‘(5’~) * L by inner auto- 
morphisms is an algebraic action. Since Bis algebraically closed, connected, 
and one-dimensional, either B _C y’(S,) *L or B n v’(SJ *L = (e). In 
either cas_e, y(K) = B * ~‘(3~) *L is of finite index in its algebraic hull. 
Hence, N/v(K) is countably separated as in Case 3.1. 
CASE 4.4. This case is quite intricate. We denote by L the subgroup 
of dP(4)) h h w ic we considered in Case 4.2 and Case 4.3. v’(S,) *L 
is of finite index in its algebraic hull and is normal in v(#-l(S1 * A,)). 
We may assume that ~‘(zj-l(A~)) = v’(A). Then, as before, there 
exists a one-parameter group t -+ u(t) in #-l(A,) such that 
v’(a(t)) = exp(olt) (zY$ -ainBt). 
cos pt 
Again, an elementary exercise in differential equations shows that 
there exist 2m real numbers h, ,..., h,, (n = 2m + 1) such that 
g)(a(t))(i, n) = [exp(&) * (a . cos /3t + p . sin @)/(a2 + p”) - l] ’ Xi 
- [exp(&) . (a * sin j3t - @ . cos /3t)/(a2 + /3”)] * ;\m+i 
(1 < i < m), 
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and 
dN)(m + i, 4 = [exp(4 . ( 01 . sin /3t - j3 . cos @)/(a2 + p”)] . Xi 
+ [exp(&) . (a cos fit + p . sin /3t)/(m2 + 8”) - l] . h,+i 
(1 < 2. < m), 
and p)(a(t))(n, rz) = 1. 
Let B = [cp(a(t)) j t E RI] and let A(B), as usual, be the algebraic hull 
of B. 
It is not very difficult to see that there exist two one-parameter 
groups r + C(T) and r -+ d(y) in +l(A,) such that A(B) is the direct 
product of C = [v(c(r)) / r E R1] and D = [y(d(r)) / r E Rl]. Further, 
we may assume that p’(C) acts as the multiplicative group of positive 
scalars and v’(D) acts as rotation matrices. Also, we have that B/B n q(C) 
is compact. 
Now C . D is an algebraic group which normalizes q’(S,) *L. The 
action of C . D on v’(S,) * L is clearly an algebraic action. Now either 
D n ,‘(S,) * L is finite, or else D C q’(Si) * L. In either case, D . v’(S1) . L 
is of finite index in its algebraic hull. Similarly, either C n D . q’(&) * L 
is finite, or else C C D . q’(S,) * L. Again in either case, K’ = 
C . D . @(S,) . L is of finite index in its algebraic hull. Hence, fl/v’(S,) . L, 
a/C . v’(Si) . L, and N/K’ are countably separated. 
As in Case 3.4, let m, be the maximal dimension of a q’(S,) . L-orbit 
in N, let m2 be the maximal dimension of a K’-orbit in fi, and m3 be the 
maximal dimension of a C * q’(S,) * L-orbit in fi. For 0 < I < mi , 
let Qt = [X E fl / y’(S,) *L * x has dimension I], Q12 = [X E fi / K’ . x 
has dimension 11, QF = [X E fi 1 C * v’(Si) . L . x has dimension 11, 
and %,z,~~~ = Qkl n Qz2 n QnL3- Let P~,z,~~~ = WO~j~k:O~j~Z:D~r~rn QL~.~ - 
Each PL.. z.~~ is closed in fi, SZk,l,nl is open in Pk,l,m , each ~‘(8,) * L-orbit 
in Qk, z,nL is closed in Qk,l,,,h , each C * q’(S,) *L-orbit is closed in &?k,l,,,h ,
and each K’-orbit is closed in Q,, l,nL (see Bore1 [2], Proposition 1.8, p. 68 
and Proposition 6.7, p. 180). 
Since B C C * D and since B normalizes ,‘(S,) *L, B leaves each SZP,l,m 
invariant. Hence, q(K) = B . ~‘(5’~) *L leaves each sZk,l,, invariant. It 
therefore suffices to show that each sZk,l,m is countably separated 
under y(K). 
Let Sz, therefore, be a locally compact q(K)-invariant and K’-invariant 
Bore1 subset of fi such that all ~‘(8~) . L-orbits are closed in Q, all 
C . ~‘(5’~) * L-orbits are closed in Sz, and all K’-orbits are closed in Sz. 
Let x E a. q’(S,) . L * x is closed in Q. Suppose there exists some t, > 0 
such that y(a(t,,)) * x E y’(Si) * L * x. Then q(K) - x = B . y’(S,) - L - x 
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is also closed in J2, for B . ~‘(5’~) . L * x is the continuous image of 
4tu . L * x x P, 431 under the mapping (a * x, t) -+ ~(a(t)) . a . x. 
Next, suppose v(a(t)) . x 6 ~‘(23,) *L - x for all nonzero t. We show that 
B * tp’(S& * L * x is closed in 0. Let E = [e E C * II / e * x E ~‘(5’~) * L - x], 
E is an algebraicly closed subgroup of C v D. Hence, there are five 
possibilities: (a) E = C * D; (b) E = (a finite subgroup of D) x C; 
(c) E = D; (d) E = a finite subgroup of D; (e) E = (e). Cases (a) 
and (b) cannot hold here, for in these cases there exists a real number 
t, > 0 such that y(a(tJ) * x E v’(S,) * x. A little thought shows 
that only cases (c), (d), or (e) hold for any z E ~‘(27,) . x. Hence, 
c~x~D~~‘(S,)~L~xforc~Cimpliesthatc=e. 
Now C-D.$(S,) .L - x is closed in 12. Since y’(Sr) *L * x is closed 
in 8 and since D is a compact group, D * ,‘(S,) *L - x is closed in Q. 
Thus, ~(c( [-n, n])) * D . ~‘(5’~) . L . x is closed in Q. But 
C . D . ,$(S,) . L . x = u [cp(c([-n, n])) . D . #(S,) . L . x]. 
?L>l 
Hence, the Baire Category Theorem implies that there is some positive 
integer M and some open set V in Q such that 
0 #(C.D.p’(S,).L*x)n V_C?(c([-M,M]))*D*y’(S,)*L.x. 
Hence, by translating if necessary, and changing notation, we may 
assume that there exists an open set Y in Q such that 
Now let t, be the smallest positive number such that q(b(t,)) is not 
the identity and cp(b(t,)) E C. W e claim that there are only finitely 
many integers n such that rp(b(nt,)) . F’(&) *L * x n V # O. For such 
an n, 
v(b(nt,)) . c$(S,) . L . x n Y C &([-M, Ml)) . D . I$(&) *L . x. 
Since c * x E D * ~‘(8,) . L * x for c E C implies that c = e, we have 
that -M < nt, < M. Since t, # 0, there are only finitely many 
such n. Thus, by taking a sufficiently small neighborhood of x, say U, 
we may assume that ~(c(ntJ) . v’(S,) *L * x n U # o implies that 
n = 0. 
Next, we claim that unsZ cp(c(nt,,)) . y’(Sr) . L . x is closed. For 
let p)(c(n&J) * v’(sJ * Zi - x + z E 9. Since C * ~‘(5’~) * L * x is closed, 
x = y(c(t)) * y’(s) * I - x. Hence, 
l-1 . I$+-1) * ip(C(?zi . t, - t)) - cp’(sJ . zi * x + x. 
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Hence, for large i, 1-l * cp’(s-1) * cp(C(Tzi * to - t)) * cp’(sJ 9 li * x E v. 
Arguing as before, -M < q * t, - t < M for all large i. Hence, 
[q 1 i > I] is a finite set. Hence, we may assume that ni = n, for all 
i 3 1. Hence, v(c(t - n, . to)) . x is in the closure of I’ *L * X. But 
,‘(Sl> *L . x is closed. Hence, 
qJ(c(t - no to)) x E y’(S,) . L . x. 
But as before, t = n, . to. Hence, q(c(ni . to)) . F’(s~) * Zi . x converges 
to an element of p(c(n,t,)) * y’(SJ . L * x. Hence 
~zd4~~oN . T’(Sl) .L . x 
is closed. Hence, 
y(K) . x = B . $(S1) . L . x = cp(c([O, t,])) . u v(c(n . to)) . y’(S,) . L . x 
‘,LE z
is closed in 52. Hence, all q(K)-orbits are closed in Q. Hence, Q/y(K) 
is countably separated by the main theorem of Glimm [7]. 
CASE 4.5. We give a condensed proof. We may assume that 
$(Al) = $(A). Th ere exist one-parameter groups t ---f b(t) and r + c(r) 
in z,!-i(A,) such that 
q@(t)) = et and ~‘(c(r)) = (z?z r -‘ln ‘1. 
cos Y 
Let B be the group generated by T(b(t)) (t E R1) and let C be the group 
generated by q(c(r)) (r E Rl). 0 ne checks as before that B and C are 
algebraically closed, and that v(K) = B * C. q’(S,) * L is of finite index 
in its algebraic hull. Hence, N/v(K) is countably separated. 
CASE 5. C is a line and N is non-Abelian. N is nilpotent since 
C C Cent Go. Hence, [L(N), L(N)] = L(C) since N/C is Abelian. Hence, 
by Dixmier [5], Lemma 4, p. 320, L(N) is the direct product of an 
Abelian Lie algebra and a special Lie algebra. But N is normal in G’. 
Hence, (Cent N)O is normal in G’. Thus, (Cent N)O = C by the mini- 
mality of N/C. N/C is a vector group for the same reason. Thus N is 
special. But by the Stone-von Neumann Theorem, N = B, u B, , 
whereAand B, are disjoint Bore1 subsets of fl. We may identify B, 
with N/C and B, with C-(the trivial character of C). It is clear that 
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B,/?(K) is countKy separated since C C Cent K. B,/rp(K) is countably 
separated since (N/C)/(K/C) is countably separated by the analysis done 
in Case 3. 
CASE 6. C is a torus and N is Abelian. As noted before, N/C is a 
vector group. Let N’ be the simply connected covering group of N. 
N’ contains a discrete Abelian subgroup D, generated by one element, 
such that IV/D = N. Note that we may canonically identify N with 
the closed subset of N’ consisting of all elements with vanish on D. 
We then visualize N as a subset of N’. The action of K on N by inner 
automorphisms in Go induces an action of K on N’ which leaves D 
invariant. Since D is discrete and K is connected, the K-action on N’ 
actually leaves D pointwise fixed. K even leaves the line L generated 
by D invariant, and LID = C. Hence, K leaves L pointwise fixed. 
Further, the action of K on N’ leaves N invariant. A little thought 
shows that the mapping which identifies N with a subset of N’ is 
K-equivariant. Hence, N/K is countably separated if 8’ is countably 
separated. But we have shown that N’/K is countably separated in 
Case 4. 
CASE 7. C is a torus and N is non-Abelian. 
One settles this case just as one proves Case 5. 
This proves Theorem 5. I. 
6. THE LIE GROUP CASE 
This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let G be a Lie group. Then G satisfies Conjecture I. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let G be connected. Then G satisjies Conjecture I. 
Proof. Note first of all that by the Main Approximation Theorem 
(Montgomery-Zippin [13], p. 175), there exist compact normal sub- 
groups N, , directed by inclusion, such that G/Nm is a Lie group, and 
nol N, = (e). Hence, as noted before, Moore’s observation shows that G 
is Type I if and only if each G/N, is Type I. But by Corollary 2.7 
and the remarks which follow it, we can assume that some N, C H. 
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But (G/NJ/(H/N,) = G/H is compact. Hence, G is Type I by 
Theorem 6.1. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let G be a group with a closed Type I subgroup H 
such that G/H is compact. Then Go is Type I. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 6.2 and Corollary 2.14. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let G be a group with connected component GO such 
that G/Go is compact. Then G satisfies Conjecture I. 
Proof. If H C G is Type I and G/H is compact, then GO is Type I 
by Corollary 6.3. Hence, G is Type I by Proposition 2.2. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.5. We may suppose that H/Ho is Abelian and G/G0 is 
Abelian. 
Proof. Since H is Type I, H/Ho is Type I. A theorem of Thoma 
now implies that H/Ho has a normal Abelian subgroup of finite index, 
say A. Let 7~: H + H/Ho be the natural quotient mapping. Let 
H’ = ,+(A). H/H’ is finite. Hence, G/H’ is compact. H’ is Type I 
since H is Type I and H/H’ is finite. H’/(H’)O = H’/H” = A, which is 
Abelian. 
Since H/Ho is Ab e ian, H/(H (7 Go) is Abelian. Let 9: G + G/Go be 1’ 
the natural homomorphism. v(H) = H/(H n Go) is Abelian. q(G)/cp(H) 
is finite. Hence, if G’ = y-l(?(H)), then Go _C G’, G/G’ is finite, 
G’/(G’)O = G//Go is Ab e ian, and G is Type I if and only if G’ is Type I. 1’ 
Q.E.D. 
Henceforth, we can (and do) assume that H/Ho and G/Go are Abelian. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Let G be a locally compact group whose topology 
has a countable basis, and let H be a closed subgroup such that G/H is 
compact. Let M be a locally compact Hausdorfi G-space whose topology 
has a countable basis. Suppose M/H is countably separated. Then if G . m 
is any G-orbit in M, there exists m’ E G . m such that G,,,tI(H n G,>,,) is 
compact. 
Proof. Since H C G, G . m is H-invariant. We first show that there 
is an H-orbit in G . m which is closed in G . m. Since M/H is countably 
separated, there is an ordinal y and an ascending family of open 
H-invariant subsets of M, indexed by all ordinals less than or equal to y, 
such that .a = U, , M =- U,, , if 01 is a limit ordinal then U, = ua>p U, , 
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and if CII is not a limit ordinal and not equal to zero, then (U, - ?I,-,)/H 
is Hausdorff (Glimm [7]). 
Choose a compact subset K of G such that G = H * K. Since IM is 
Hausdorff, K * m is closed and compact in n/r. Consider the set S of 
all ordinals 01, 01 < y, such that (K . m) n (M - U,) # 0. Let a0 < y 
be the least upper bound of S. If a0 E S, then (K * m) n (M - Ua,) # a. 
Since 01~ is the least upper bound of 5, (K * m) n (M - Ua,+J = 0. 
Suppose 01~ 4 S. Then 01~ is not a limit ordinal. For if Ue, = (Jao>B U, , 
then K * m = uuo>4 (U, n K * m). Since K . m is compact in A!, 
there exists some /3’ < 01~ such that K. m C (JaiGB, U, . Hence, 
(K*m)n(M- U,,) = 0, and p’ < 01,, is an upper bound for S. 
Hence, a0 is not a limit ordinal. (K * m) n (M - UqoP1) # ia, otherwise 
010 - 1 would be an upper bound for S. Hence, m either case, there 
exists an ordinal PO such that (K * m) n ( Uo,+l - U,J # 0, and 
(K . m) n (&! - Us,+l) = a. Note that if p E ( Ua,+l - U,J, H *p is 
closed in UB,+1 . Choose k, E K such that K, * m E ( UB,+l - U,J. Then 
H * k, * m is closed in Ua,+l . But K * m C Ufl,+l . Since Ua,+l is 
H-invariant, G . m = H * K . m C U,o+l . Hence, H * k, * m is closed 
in G * m. 
Next, M/G is countably separated by Proposition 4.1. Hence, the 
natural mapping v(g * G,) = g . m, is a homeomorphism onto its range 
(Glimm [7]). But y is H-equivariant. Since there exists a closed H-orbit 
in G * m, there exists a closed H-orbit in GIG, . Hence, there exists 
g’EG such that H.g’*G, is closed in G. Hence, H * Ggj.m = 
H *g’ * G, * g’-l is closed in G. Let m’ = g’ * m. Let 7~: G + G/H 
be the natural quotient mapping. Hence, n(G,,) is closed in G/H. 
Hence, Z-(G,,) is compact. But a well-known theorem of Arens implies 
that r(G,,) = G,(/(H n G,f). Hence, G,,/(H n G,,) is compact. 
Q.E.D. 
The proof of Theorem 6.1, in broad outline, is quite simple. We 
use two theorems of Mackey (see Theorem 6 and Proposition 10.4 of 
Auslander-Moore [I]) which give sufficient conditions for a separable 
locally compact group to be Type I. To utilize these theorems, we 
roughly need to know the following two facts: (1) G has a closed normal 
Type I subgroup N such that the natural G-action on N is countably 
separated; (2) the stability groups associated to the G-action on N are 
Type I. We have verified (1) in Section 5. We verify (2) inductively, 
making very heavy use of the preparatory results in previous sections. 
We may assume that G = G’ in Theorem 5.2. 
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We prove Theorem 6.1 by induction on dim Go. If dim Go = 1, 
Theorem 6.1 is true since G is solvable. Let us inductively assume that 
Theorem 6.1 is true for every Lie group satisfying the hypotheses of 
Theorem 6.1 with dimension strictly less than the dimension of G. 
We proceed to show that Theorem 6.1 is true for G. 
Let rr: G --f G/Rad Go be the natural quotient mapping, 2 = T.-I 
of the maximal normal FPP subgroup of G. As noted before, we can 
(and do) assume that 2 C H. Further, (G/Z)O is a connected semisimple 
matrix group. Let 7~~: G + (G/Z)O be the natural quotient mapping. We 
can (and do) assume that n-,(H) = A(T,(H))O n (G/Z)O by Proposi- 
tion 2.11 and Corollary 2.5. 
The proof of Theorem 6.1 breaks up into the seven cases used to 
prove Theorem 5.2. Let N be the connected subgroup of Rad Go 
described in Theorem 5.2. By Theorem 5.2 we have that N/Ho is 
countably separated. But H/Ho is Abelian. Since H is Type I, Ho is 
also Type I by Proposition 2.4. Hence, f?O/(H/HO) is countably separated 
by Auslander-Moore [l], Corollary, p. 110. Hence, N/H is countably 
separated by Proposition 4.2. Hence, N/G is countably separated by 
Proposition 4.1 since G/H is compact. 
Let x be any element of N. Let a(x) be a Mackey obstruction for 
G,IN and X. Then a(x) j (H,/N) is a Mackey obstruction for Hz/N and x 
(Proposition 3.2). ((Hz/N), a(x) ) (Hz/N)) is Type I since H is Type I. 
= G,/H, . 
Thus, we may suppose that ((GJN), ol(x))/((H,.N), a(x) 1 (Hz/N)) is 
compact by Proposition 6.6. Thus, to show by induction that G is 
Type I, it suffices to show the following (Auslander-Moore [l], 
Proposition 10.4, p. 63): 
Either ((GJN), D(X)) is Type I or dim((G,/N), a(x)) < dim G (or 
equivalently, dim(G,/N) < dim G - 2). 
CASE 1. N= (CentG) 0 0 is at least two-dimensional. Hence, 
dim(G,.N) < dim(G/N) ,< dim G - 2. 
CASE 2. N = (Cent G”)O is one-dimensional and equals Rad Go, or 
Go is semisimple. First, suppose that (Cent G”)O C Cent G. Then, since 
the outer automorphism group of a connected semisimple group is 
finite, there exists Go C G’ C G such that G/G’ is finite, and every 
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automorphism of Go induced by an element of G’ is inner in GO. Then 
G is Type I if and only if G’ is Type I. Without any further ado we 
assume that G = G’. Also, by the proof of Lemma 6.5, we can (and do) 
assume that H n (every component of G) is nonempty. Next, let H’ = 
H * (normalizer of Ho in GO). H’ is closed in G and H’/H has a finite 
H’-invariant measure. Hence, H’ is Type I if H is Type I. Dimension 
considerations show that by repeating this process a finite number of 
times, we may assume that the normalizer of Ho in Go is Ho. 
Let e = g, , g, ,..., be coset representatives for G/Go. We may assume 
g, E H (n > 1). Since each g, defines an inner automorphism of Go, 
there exists h, E Go such that g, * g *g;’ = h, *g * h;’ for g E Go, 
n>l.Sinceg,~H,g;(HnG~)~g;~=h;(HnG~)~h;~=HnG~. 
Hence, h, E H n GO (rz > 1). Note also that g;’ * h, commutes with 
every element of Go (n > 1). 
Now let n be a factor representation of G. Let S be the von Neumann 
algebra generated by [*(g;’ * h,) 1 n 3 I]. &VT) is generated by 8 and 
J?(T 1 GO). Since ,.j’ and B(T / Go) commute, both S and l?(r 1 Go) are 
factors. But Go is Type I. Hence, &R(n) = &’ @ &(r 1 GO). But &(r j H) 
is generated by 8 and &(, 1 H n GO). H n Go is an open subgroup of H. 
Hence, H n Go is Type I. Hence, &(n 1 H) = 8 @ J?(r / H n GO). But 
B(n / H) is Type I. Hence, &’ is Type I. Hence, 8 @ &(n / Go) = R(r) 
is Type I. Hence, G is Type I in this case. 
Next, suppose N = (Cent G”)O is not necessarily central in G. Let 
x E N and E(X) be a Mackey obstruction for G,/N and x. It suffices 
to show that each (GJN, IX(X)) is Type I. Let T be the central torus 
in (G,IN 4~)) such that (G,/N, a(x))/T = GJN. (G,/N)O is semi- 
simple. Hence, by the above analysis, (G,/N, a(z)) is Type I. Hence, 
G is Type I. 
CASE 3. (Cent G”)O = (e) and Rad GO is nontrivial. One easily 
checks that in Case 3.1, Case 3.3, Case 3.4, and Case 3.5, dim N > 2. 
Hence, dim(G,/N) < d im G - 2. In Case 3.2 it is clear that dim G, < 
dim G - 1. Since dim N > 1, dim(G,/N) < dim G - 2. 
It is obvious that in Case 4-Case 7, dim N 3 2. Hence, in these 
cases, dim(GJN) < dim G - 2. This proves Theorem 6.1. 
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